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SuperGIS Mobile Tour, the mobile GIS 
application designed for outdoor mobile 
tour navigation, cooperating with Android 
platform enables the system to read local 
machine map and web map. Integrated 
with GPS, GIS, AR (Augmented Reality), 
SuperGIS Mobile Tour displays the 
outdoor tour navigation with multi-media, 
text, and audio performances, etc.

The system provides SuperGIS Mobile 
Tour Manager enabling users to design 
and edit the image data, scenic spot, and 
route, etc. The features in SuperGIS 
Mobile Tour Manager complement the 
system flexibility and meet users’ needs 
completely.

1.1 Selecting the Route

1.2 Scenic Spot 

Information

1.3 Navigating the Map

1.4 Related Functions

1
Welcome to SuperGIS Mobile Tour
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SuperGIS Mobile Tour 3.0 is the mobile GIS application mainly designed for outdoor tour 

navigation. Integrated with e-maps, GPS, and attraction information, SuperGIS Mobile Tour 3.0 

cooperating with Android platform and Network allows you to apply various services under 

different conditions. Through the user-friendly interface, you can navigate and get the relevant 

attraction information more easily and rapidly. 

 

The quick tour of SuperGIS Mobile Tour: 

1. Through SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager, you can create your personal project file of 

mobile tour on the desktop computer. 

2. Locate the file path of attraction information on the mobile device based on SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour Manager settings.  

3. Install SuperGIS Mobile Tour to the mobile device, locate the project file in the assigned 

path, and then you can navigate your personal data on the mobile device. 

 

In this chapter, we are going to introduce the main features in SuperGIS Mobile Tour, such as 

“Setting the Tour”, “Getting the information”, and “Navigating the Map”, to help you understand 

this system quickly.  

1.1 Selecting the Route 
According to the settings of the project file, users can select different tour and information before 

or after system is started.  
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1.2 Scenic Spot Information 
With the performance of text introduction, audio Introduction, image, video, and webpage, users 

can rapidly access the relevant tourism information and be familiar with the scenic spots. The 

interface allows users to pan the scenery to the map center and set the interested scenery as 

destination with ease.  

 

 

  Text Introduction 

Audio Introduction 

Webpage Video 
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1.3 Navigating the Map 
This system is mainly designed to display the maximum map and supports to get the tourism 

information by intuitively tapping on the icons; the sector area and the circle respectively 

represent the user’s visual angle and the GPS accuracy. You can navigate the scenery list and 

tap the arrows on the toolbar below the map to immediately browse the next or previous scenery 

information.  
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1.4 Related Functions 
In addition to the functions mentioned above, you can also move the GPS position to the map 

center to further recognize the information of current location. In order to meet your needs, the 

map styles are available to switch anytime. With the technology of Augmented Reality, you can 

display the distance and the location between the nearby scenic spots on the screen to find out 

your destination more easily. The language support function makes SuperGIS Mobile Tour 

available in a number of languages, assisting tourists in navigating the information conveniently. 

Moreover, the camera function can help you take a real-time photo without the need of starting 

other camera software while using this system.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
▲ Move to GPS            ▲To set the map mode as Satellite     ▲ The Chinese Interface 
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2
The features of SuperGIS Mobile Tour 
can be divided into two main parts, 
applying SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager 
to customize the project file on the 
desktop computer and applying SuperGIS 
Mobile Tour to navigate the custom 
project file on the mobile device. 

In this chapter, we are going to introduce 
how to install SuperGIS Mobile Tour 
Manager to the desktop computer and 
SuperGIS Mobile Tour to the mobile 
device. 

2.1 Installing System

2.2 Downloading the    

Related Application to

Mobile Device

2.3 Installing SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour on Mobile 

Device

2.4 Obtaining a License
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The features of SuperGIS Mobile Tour can be divided into two main parts, customizing the 

project file in SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager on desktop computer and navigating the custom 

project file in SuperGIS Mobile Tour on mobile device. Therefore, you have to install SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour on desktop computer; through it you can customize the project file. And then install 

the exclusive SuperGIS Mobile Tour installation file (SuperGIS.MobileTour.apk) to the mobile 

device. At last, copy the custom project file (the format is SMT) and the relevant data to the 

assigned mobile device file path. The related settings are then completed and the tour system is 

available as well.  

 

In this chapter, we are going to introduce how to install SuperGIS Mobile Tour to the desktop 

computer and the mobile device. About customizing the project file and setting the related files, 

please refer to “Chapter 3 Customizing Personal Tour System.” 

 

2.1 Installing System 
1. Install .NET Framework on Desktop Computer 

Because SuperGIS Mobile Tour is based on .NET Framework, before installing SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour you have to install .NET Framework first. If .NET Framework is not installed, 

the message as the figure below will appear while installing SuperGIS Mobile Tour. Please 

click “OK” and install .NET Framework 2.0. If .NET Framework is installed already, please 

refer to the next section “2. Install SuperGIS Mobile Tour on Desktop Computer.”  

 
 

Step 1、 Please place the installation disc to CD Drive, the SuperGIS Mobile Tour 

installation menu should appear automatically. 
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Step 2、 Please click the third item “Redistributable” and then click the second item “.NET 

Framework 2.0 SP2” to run the installation. 
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Step 3、 In the install page of”.NET Framework 2.0 SP2”, please select 32-bit or 64-bit 

of .NET Framework 2.0 to meet your needs.  

 
 

Step 4、  Framework 2.0 installation, and click “Next” when Welcome Please run .NET

page shows up. 
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Step 5、  check “I accept the terms of the License Agreement”, click “Install” to Please

start the installation of .NET Framework 2.0. 

 
 

Step 6、 After the installation is completed, click “Finish” to end it. 
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2. Install SuperGIS Mobile Tour on Desktop Computer 
If you have finished the installation of .NET Framework 2.0, you can install SuperGIS 

e refer to the previous section to 

 

Mobile Tour 3.0(For Android). 

Mobile Tour step by step as below; if you have not, pleas

install it. 

Step 1、 In the install page of SuperGIS Mobile Tour, please select “Install SuperGIS

 
 

Step 2、 The Welcome page shows up, please click” Next.” 
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Step 3、 Choose “I accept the terms of the license agreement”, and click “Next” to install 

SuperGIS Mobile Tour. 

 

 

Step 4、 In “Ready to Install the Program”, please click “Install.” 
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Step 5、 After the installation of SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager is completed, click 

“Finish” to end the installation. 

 

 

 
3. Install SuperGIS Map Tile Tool 

Besides installing SuperGIS Mobile Tour, you may need to install “SuperGIS Map Tile Tool”, 

the Add-on which is especially designed for generating the imagery for mobile device, on 

SuperGIS Desktop 3.1 as well, so that you can create SGT base map in SuperGIS Desktop 

3.1 later. If you have already installed this tool application, please skip to “2.2 Downloading 

the Related Application to Mobile Device.” 

 

Step 1、 Please place the installation disc to CD Drive, the SuperGIS Mobile Tour 

installation menu should appear automatically, click the fourth item ”Application 

Tools.” 
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Step 2、 Click the first item “Install SuperGIS Map Tile Tool.” 
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Step 3、 The Welcome page shows up, click “Next.” 

 

 

Step 4、 hoose “I accept the terms of the license agreement”, click “Next.” C
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Step 5、 Click “Install.” 

 

Step 6、 After the installation is completed, click “Finish.” 
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2.2 Downloading the Related Application to Mobile 

Device 

If you want to install SuperGIS Mobile Tour to the mobile device, you need to copy SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour installation file (SuperGIS.MobileTour.apk) from SuperGIS Mobile Tour install 

directory on the desktop computer to mobile device. Because the mobile device with Android 

interface does not have the built-in program similar to Windows File Manager to navigate the files, 

we suggest you connect to Android Market to download and install the file navigation application, 

such as FileBro Lite, etc. The file navigation application can assist you in navigating the file 

during the installation and help you arrange the related files (such as saving the text introduction, 

image, and audio file) while locating the custom project file to mobile device  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

 

 

▲The demo page of file navigation application 
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rstly please connect the mobile device and the desktop computer. In “Connect to 

”, please select “Disk drive” and click “Done” in “Choose a connection type.” 

tep 2、 The mobile device is now running as a removable disk; you can find an added 

removable disk in “My Computer.”  

2.3 Installing SuperGIS Mobile Tour on Mobile Device 
Step 1、 Fi

PC

 

 

 

S
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Step 3、 In the added removable disk, please add a folder named “SuperGIS Mobile Tour.” 
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Step 4、 Please click “Start” > “Programs” > “SuperGeo” > “SuperGIS Mobile Tour” > “Android 

Package.” 

  

                       

Step 5、 In “Android Package” folder in SuperGIS Mobile Tour install directory, please copy the 

installation file “SuperGIS.MobileTour.apk” to the new “SuperGIS Mobile Tour” folder 

added in step 3. 

 

 

 

Step 6、 After “SuperGIS.MobileTour.apk” file is copied to the assigned folder, please

disconnect the mobile device and the desktop computer to start to install SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

▲ Please refer to the toolbar on 
the desktop computer. 

▲  After clicking the icon, please 
disconnect the mobile device and the 
desktop computer. 
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 “SuperGIS Mobile Tour” folder please click “SuperGIS.MobileTour.apk” 

and then SuperGIS Mobile Tour will be installed to the mobile device.            

 

 

 

Step 7、 On the mobile device please click the file navigation application (FileBro Lite in this 

sample); in
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B  is 

onnected to the Internet with which you can activate the application on the device.  

 

tep 1、 If your SuperGIS Mobile Tour is not licensed yet, the interface as the figure below will 

appear on the screen while starting SuperGIS Mobile Tour. Please input the serial 

number, and click “OK.” 

tep 2、 After SuperGIS Mobile Tour is licensed, it will be started automatically.  

2.4 Obtaining a License 
efore getting a license for SuperGIS Mobile Tour, please ensure that the mobile device

c

S

S

              

Step  

Step  
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SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager, included 
in SuperGIS Mobile Tour, enables users 
to set and edit the map type, scenic spot 
information, route, advanced setting, etc 
on the desktop computer.

In this chapter, we are going to introduce 
how to apply the tour data to create SMT 
project file which can be used in 
SuperGIS Mobile Tour.

3.1 Starting SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour Manager

3.2 Creating SMT Project 

File

3.3 Setting the Related 

File

3.4 Overwriting the File
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Before using SuperGIS Mobile Tour on the mobile device, you need to customize the exclusive 

project file (the format is SMT) through SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager. It means to customize 

the contents you want to display on SuperGIS Mobile Tour, such as map style, attraction 

information, route planning, and advanced setting, etc. After the settings of the project file are 

done, you need to copy the related tour information, such as text introduction, audio introduction, 

picture, video, etc. to the assigned folder on mobile device. When all the settings are finished, the 

tour system is then available for navigation as well.  

 

In this chapter, we will show you how to use SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager to customize the 

exclusive project file, and introduce the settings of the project file and the related file.  

 

3.1 Starting SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager 
Step 1、 Click “Start” > “All programs” > “SuperGeo” > “SuperGIS Mobile Tour” > 
“SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager” to start SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager.  

 
 

Step 2、 “Recent File” dialog box appears, the recent files are available in the list, and you can 

click “OK” or double-click the file to open it. Clicking on the right side of the dialog 

box can open the empty file with which you can create a new project file. About the 

detail description of creating the project file, please refer to the next section “3.2 

Creating SMT Project File.” 
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Step 3、 Click , and “Open” dialog box appears. You can choose other SMT format project 

file, and then click “Open”. 

 
Step 4、 After the project file is opened, you can click the “Open” button at the lower left corner 

if you want to open other project files. “Recent File” dialog box appears, and you can open other 

files by the steps mentioned above.  
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Note: When SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager is opened, a purple human-figure icon will 

appear at the lower right corner on your computer. Right-click the icon and the menu as 

the figure below shows up. You can choose to “Open” or “Exit” the system. The language 

support function allows you to select Traditional Chinese or English on SuperGIS Mobile 

Tour Manager.  
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3.2 Creating SMT Project File  
SuperGIS Mobile Tour can display the customized data, such as the map, attraction, and tour 

information, etc. In this section, the four tabs in SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager, such as “Map”, 

“Scenery”, “Route”, and “Advanced”, will be introduced respectively.  

 
1. Map 
SuperGIS Mobile Tour provides two types of map, the web map and the local machine map. 

The web map is a service provided by the Internet, it can be accessed through the network 

connection. As to this tour system, it positions the current location through the GPS on mobile 

device, gets the web map around the GPS location through the network connection, and then the 

web map will be available in the tour system. However, the mobile device must connect to 

network service to successfully display the web map. As a result, the display of the web map 

depends on the transmission performance.  

 

The local machine map is the exclusive map created for the region you need; it should be located 

in the assigned folder on mobile device. Users can customize the color, style, scale, etc of the 

map to meet their needs, for instance, the tour map designed for Yehliu region. The performance 

of the local machine map depends on the efficiency of the mobile device. 

 

The local machine map only accesses SGT format map which can be created through SuperGIS 

Map Tile Tool. Please refer to “Appendix 1 SuperGIS Map Tile Tool.” 

 

Step 1、 Click on the right side of “Recent File” dialog box to open a new file, and 
start “SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager.” 
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Step 2、 Firstly we introduce the settings in “Map” tab, please click  to open “Add 

Map” dialog box. Here we choose “Google Map” in “Web Map”; the “Map Style” 

is to set the display type. Here are four types below: 

 roadmap: display the map with the standard road map 

 terrain: display the map with the real 3D map which can show the terrain 

and the vegetation cover 

 satellite: display the map with satellite map 

 hybrid: display the map with the satellite and the road map, the name of 

main street and location will be shown in the satellite map 
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Step 3、 In this sample, we set the name of the map as “Road Map”, choose “Google 

Map” in “Web Map”, select “road map” in “Map Style”, and then click “OK.” You 

can see “Road Map” is already added into the list in the main window, and you 

can continue adding other maps as well.  
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Step 4、 Click  to add the local machine map, the “Add Map” dialog box appears. In 

this sample, we set the name of the map as” MapCache” and choose “Local 
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Machine Map”. Please note that the local machine map only accesses SGT 

format file. Here please input the path in which the file is located, for example, 

\sdcard\SuperGIS Mobile Tour\MapCache.sgt. After the settings are finished, 

please click “OK.” In the main window, you can see all of the maps are in the list. 

You can select each file and click  (or double-click the name of the file) to edit 
the file. When the edit is finished, please click “OK.”  
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Step 5、 You can select each map and click , and then “Are you sure to delete?” dialog 

box appears. Click “Yes”, the map will be deleted; click “No”, the map will not. Or 

you can select a map and press “Delete” to directly delete it.  

 

 

Step 6、 The “Default” field enables users to set the map as the default one used while 

starting the tour system. When the map is selected, clicking  can 

adjust the order of the map. 
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2. Scenery 

There are two ways to build up the scenic spot information, “Build up the scenic spot information 

by each” and “Import the abundant scenic spot information—Import GIS scenery layer.” If you 

have a small amount of scenic spot information, you can choose “Build up the scenic spot 

information by each”. But if you have a large amount of scenic spot information, we suggest you 

create the GIS layer which has scenic spot information. In that case, you can import the layer to 

SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager to get the information rapidly. In the following we are going to 

introduce the two ways to build the scenic spot information. 

 

 Build up the scenic spot information by each 

Step 1、 Switch to “Scenery” tab, click  to add scenic spot. 

            

Step 2、 In “Scenic Spot Info” dialog box, you can start to set the items respectively. In 
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“Type”, clicking  can add the type of the scenic spot, such as historic site, 
restaurant, and natural scenery, etc. Different types of scenic spot use different 

icons with which users can recognize the type of scenic spot more easily while 

navigating the map. In this sample, we use scenic spot  and view spot 

. 

 
 

Step 3、 In “Scenic Spot Type” dialog box, input the name of the type and double-click the 

icon to change the default picture. The system provides thirteen pictures by 

default; the “Open” dialog box appears after double-clicking the icon. Click “OK” 

and the setting is finished. Note: The format of the picture accepts PNG only, 

and the pixel of 32x32 is suggested.  
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In this sample, we set the type as scenic spot and view spot. Next time you set the 

scenic spot information, you can directly select these two types in the drop-down list. 

Selecting a type and clicking  can delete the such type from the drop-down list. 

Note: if there are the assigned scenic spots within the type, please reset the 

type of scenic spots before deleting the type.  

 

 

Step 4、 In the following please refer to the figure below to set each field. The fields 

with ”*” are what must be filled, please ensure they are all set up:   

A、 Name: Input the name of scenic spot. 

B、 X,Y: Input the coordinate value (WGS84 coordinate system). X: longitude, Y: 

latitude. You can switch to DMS format by double-clicking the text box. 

C、 Descriptive Text: Input the description of the scenic spot or specify the file path 

where the description file is located. The file path must be on the mobile device 

where the description file is located, and the format should be TXT. For example, 

/sdcard/SuperGIS Mobile Tour/TXT/Yehliu Science Hall.txt. 

D、 Picture: Input the file path on the mobile device where the picture is located. It 

supports GIF, JPG, PNG, and BMP format. If there are multiple pictures to display, 

please separate the pictures by “;”, for instance, /sdcard/SuperGIS Mobile 
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Tour/PHOTO/Yehliu Science Hall.gif; /sdcard/SuperGIS Mobile Tour/PHOTO/ 

Yehliu Science Hall 2.gif.  

E、 Web Page: Input the address related to the scenic spot. 

F、 Voice: Input the file path on the mobile device where the audio file is located, and 

the format should be MP3. For example, /sdcard/SuperGIS Mobile Tour/VOICE/ 

Yehliu Science Hall.mp3. 

G、 Video: Input the file path on the mobile device where the video file is located. We 

suggest you check the video format accepted by the mobile device you use, and 

set the proper location or link. 3GP or MP4 is more commonly used.  

H、  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B 
A

C 

D 

E 

F 
G 

After the settings are finished, please click “OK.” Besides inputting the file path, you can save the 

descriptive text, picture, voice, and video file in the cloud server as well. Here you can input URL 

to connect to the cloud server and get the data while starting SuperGIS Mobile Tour. Please note 

that if your mobile device can not connect to the Internet while navigating, you have to use the 

local machine file path to get the data you need.  
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Step 5、 After the settings are finished, please click “OK.” You can add all scenic spot 

information by the step mentioned above. Also, you can select the scenic spot 

and click  (or double-click the name of the file) to edit the file; you can click 

 or press “Delete” to delete the file as well. In this dialog box, you can see the 
file information of the scenic spots, and the checked item means the information 

is included in the scenic spot.  

         

 

 Import the abundant scenic spot information—Import GIS scenery layer 

Firstly you need to create the GIS scenery layer file (the format is GEO or SHP), we 

suggest you create the layer file in SuperGIS Desktop and input the related information into 

the property table. About the detail introduction, please refer to SuperGIS Desktop Help. 

Here we briefly introduce the property table and how to import the layer to SuperGIS Mobile 

Tour Manager only.   
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Step 1、 Please create the scenery layer on SuperGIS Desktop, and set the coordinate 

system as WGS84.  

        

 

Step 2、 Please add the following fields when you edit the property table. You can refer to 

the following description to input the attributes: 

A. “Auto no.” field: Please edit the serial number of each scenic spot and 

you can not use the existing number. In this sample, we edit the serial 

number using date and time format, for example, 20110503181556. Note: 

Do not use the specific symbol, such as “’&$; alphabet and number 

are suggested.  

B. “Spotname” field: Input the name of the scenic spot. 

C. “Type” field: Input the code of the type. In this sample, the code of scenic 

spot is SP; the code of view spot is VP. You can set more types and name 

the different codes by yourself.  

D. “X” field: Input the longitude value of the scenic spot (WGS84 system), 
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the format should be degree. 

E. “Y” field: Input the latitude value of the scenic spot (WGS84 system), the 

format should be degree.  

F. “txt” field: Input the file path on the mobile device where the description is 

located, and the format should be TXT. For example, /sdcard/SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour/TXT/ Yehliu Science Hall.txt. 

G. “pic” field: Input the file path on the mobile device where the picture is 

located. It supports GIF, JPG, PNG, and BMP format. If you want to display 

multiple pictures, please separate the pictures by “;”. For example, 

/sdcard/SuperGIS Mobile Tour/PHOTO/ Yehliu Science Hall.gif; 

/sdcard/SuperGIS Mobile Tour/PHOTO/ Yehliu Science Hall 2.gif.  

H. “audio” field: Input the file path on the mobile device where the audio file 

is located, the format should be MP3. For example, /sdcard/SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour/VOICE/ Yehliu Science Hall.mp3. 

I. “video” field: Input the file path on the mobile device where the video is 

located. We suggest you set the video format which is accepted by the 

mobile device you use. 3GP or MP4 are commonly-used. In this sample it 

is not provided, so the attributes are empty.  

J. “url” field: Input the web address related to the scenic spot. In this sample 

it is not provided, so the attributes are empty. 

 

Among the ten fields mentioned above, the fields of A, B, C, D, and E are must-filled, 

please ensure you do have set these fields. If you do not have the scenic spot 

information for other fields, please leave the fields empty. The completed property table 

will be displayed as the figure below. If the scenic spot information is saved in the cloud 

server, please input URL which connects to the file. It means you can input the cloud 

server address in the field F, G, H, and I.   
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Please note that if your mobile device can not connect to the Internet while navigating, 

you have to use the local machine file path to get the data you need.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

▲The must-filling fields are framed by red box. 

 

 

 

 

Step 3、 Please save the layer file after the edit is finished; the data in the property table 

will be saved in the layer file as well. 

Step 4、 Start SuperGIS Mobile Manager, and build up a SMT project file by the steps 

mentioned above. After the “Map” tab is set, please switch to “Scenery” tab. 

Firstly you have to set the type and the icon, so please click  to add scenic 

spot and the “Scenic Spot Info” dialog box appears. Click  to add the type of 
scenic spot. In this sample, the property table of GIS layer to import to SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour Manager includes two scenery types, scenic spot (SP) and view 

spot (VP). To correspond to the attributes, please set the name of the type as SP 

and VP. And double-click the icon to change the image(the system provides 

thirteen pictures by default, or you can assign other PNG pictures as well. The 

pixel should be 32x32). As a result, when you import the GIS layer to SuperGIS 
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Mobile Tour Manager, the scenic spot information in GIS layer can correspond to 

the icon you set successfully.  

  

 

 

 

Step 5、 Back to “Scenery” tab, click “Import layer” button. In “Open” dialog box, select 

the layer you wan to import (GEO and SHP formats are supported). 
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Step 6、 After the layer is imported, the data in attribute table will be imported to the 

system automatically. In this window, the checked item means the information is 

included in the scenic spot. You can select each scenic spot and click  (or 
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double-click the name of the file) to open “Scenic Spot Info”. You can find out all 

the information has already imported to the corresponding fields. You can also 

delete the file by clicking  or pressing “Delete” key. Now we have finished the 
settings in “Scenery” tab.  
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3. Route 

Step 1、 Switch to “Route” tab, click  to add the route information.  

    

 

Step 2、 In “Tour Route”, please input the name of the route and the introduction. 
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Step 3、 On the right side of “Tour Route”, click  in “Scenic Spots on Route” to add in 

the scenic spot. “Scenic Spot List” dialog box appears; please check the scenic 

spot you wan to add, and click “OK” after the settings are finished. 

 
 

Step 4、 “Scenic Spots on Route” lists all the checked scenic spots. You can select the 

scenic spot (or press “Ctrl” to select multiple scenic spots) and delete it by 

clicking  or adjusting the order by clicking . 
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Step 5、 Set the audio file, it accepts MP3 format only. You can create the four audio files, 

such as “Descriptive”(plays when tour starts), “When route is over”, “When away 

from route”, and “When in danger area” which will be played on specific 

occasion. Similarly, you have to input the file path on the mobile device where 

the file is located. 

 

 

Step 6、 Tour Route means the suggested route for the tour. If you have created a route 

of polyline layer, you can follow the suggested route to reach the scenic spot 

while navigating the system. The polyline layer should be KML format. If you 

have assigned the route, the system will send the warning message when you 
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are away from the assigned route. In “Tour Route” please input the file path on 

the mobile device where the file is located, for example, /sdcard/SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour/KML/tourroute.kml. Note: the tour route must be the “polyline 

layer.” 

 

Step 7、 If there are some dangerous areas near the tour route, such as cliff or torrent, 

we suggest you create the polygon layer or polyline layer of the danger area. It 

accepts KML format only. If you have assigned the danger area, the system will 

send the warning message when you are in the dangerous area. In “Danger 

Area”, please input the file path on the mobile device where the file is located, for 

example, /sdcard/SuperGIS Mobile Tour/KML/dangerarea.kml. 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: The tour route must be the “polyline layer”; the danger area must be the “polygon 

layer” or “polyline layer.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tour Route 
Danger Area 

▲ The display of the tour system 
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Step 8、 After the edit is finished please click “OK”, and continue to edit other tour route. 

Similarly, you can select each route and click  (or double-click the name of 

the file) to edit it. Or you can click  to delete the route (or press “Delete”). 
Click “Save” when the edit is finished.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Advanced 

Switch to “Advanced” tab to do the advanced settings for the project file.  
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Step 1、 In “Name”, please input the name of the project file. Because the tour system 

supports to read multiple project files, you can open the project files based on 

the file name after the tour system is started. For instance, the project files 

named “Yehliu” and “Kenting” are opened in the sample. 
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▲You need to choose the project files to 

open after the tour system is started. 

Step 2、 In “language”, you can set the language of the interface. Here we have 

“Traditional Chinese”, “Simplified Chinese”, “English”, “Korean”, and “Japanese.” 

Also, you can click “More” > “Settings” > “Select Language” to set the language 

you need. Please refer to “4.4 Features in SuperGIS Mobile Tour.” 

Step 3、 You can check the items to decide whether to show or save the contents. “Show 

the suggested route” and “Show the danger area” mean the tour route and the 

danger area you set in “Route”. The checked items will display the content on 

the map. If “Show GPS track” is checked, the current position of GPS track will 

be displayed on real time; if “Save GPS track” is checked, the route of GPS track 

will be saved as point layer file (KML format) and located in the folder which 

saves SMT project file when system is closed. You can click “More” > “Settings” 

to set these four settings, please refer to “4.4 Features in SuperGIS Mobile 

Tour.” 
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Please note that the route of GPS track will be recorded automatically by default 

after the system is started. Check “Save GPS track” means whether to save the 

route of GPS track when the system is closed only. The GPS track file (KML format, 

point layer file) is named based on the time when the system is closed (date and time 

format), for instance, “2011-05-01-11-54-03.kml” means the KML file is saved at 

11:54:03 on 1st, May, 2011.  

 

Step 4、 The four types of route setting: 
 

The pop-up route menu is 

available after the tour system is 

started. Users can reset the route 

during the navigation. 

 

 

The route is not available to 

select.  

 

The pop-up route menu is 

available after the tour system is 

started. Users can not reset the 

route during the navigation. 
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Users can select the route after 

the tour system is started. 

  

 

Step 5、 The detect range setting is related to four navigation messages: “the distance to 

the next scenic spot”, “the distance away from the planned route”, “the distance 

to the danger area”, and “the extent of scenic spot tag” which will be displayed 

on the map while using Augmented Reality. For example, the system will send 

the warning message while users are approaching the assigned area. The 

warning message will be sent more frequently if the detect range is set wider. 

Step 6、 After the setting is finished, click “OK” at the lower right corner. The exclusive 

project file is now completely customized.  

 

 

Please note that SuperGIS Mobile Tour supports to read multiple SMT project files, 

and you need to choose the project file while starting the tour system. If you want to 

create multiple project files, please name the files respectively, such as Setting1.sgt, 

Setting2.sgt, and Setting3.sgt, etc. All the SGT project files need to be saved in 

SuperGIS Mobile Tour folder, so the files can be read correctly. About the detail 

information please refer to “3.3 Setting the Related File.” 
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3.3 Setting the Related File  
Step 1、 Firstly please connect the mobile device with the desktop computer. In “Connect to 

PC”, click “Disk drive” in “Choose a connection type”, and click “Done.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2、 The mobile device is now running as a removable disk; you can find an added 

removable disk in “My Computer.” 
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Step 3、 Please sequentially copy the following files and folders to “SuperGIS Mobile Tour” 

folder on the mobile device defined in “2.3 Installing SuperGIS Mobile Tour on 

Mobile Device.” 

The related scenic spot and file data: 

In this sample, we save all the file data respectively in the different folders based on 

the properties. For example: 

 The descriptive text file is saved in TXT folder.  

 The picture file is saved in PHOTO folder. 

 The voice file is saved in VOICE folder.  

 The tour route and danger area files are saved in KML folder. 

In SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager, we assign the path on the mobile device for the 

scenic spot information so that the system can read the related files. Please ensure 

that the path on the mobile device in which the files are located is the same as that set 

in SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager. But if the files are located in cloud server, the 

scenic spot information does not need to be saved on the mobile device.  
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SuperGIS Mobile Tour project file： 

         In this sample, we save SuperGIS Mobile Tour project file (Settings.smt) in “SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour” folder which is on the mobile device. If you have multiple project files, 

please ensure that all the project files are saved in this folder.  

 

The local machine map: 

         In this sample, we save the local machine map (the format is SGT) in “SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour” folder which is on the mobile device. The complete local machine map 

includes SGT, CONTENT, and INDEX files; please ensure that these three files are 

saved on the mobile device completely.  
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3.4 Overwriting the File  
If the scenic spot information file (such as descriptive text file, voice file, and picture file, etc), 

project file (SMT project file), and local machine map (SGT file) are modified, you can directly 

overwrite the original files on the mobile device. Next time you start SuperGIS Mobile Tour, the 

related files will be updated automatically.  

 

 



Using SuperGIS Mobile Tour

4
After SMT project file is created and the 
related settings are finished in Chapter 3, 
you can use the related functions in 
SuperGIS Mobile Tour to read the custom 
data. In this chapter we will introduce the 
functions and the manipulations in 
SuperGIS Mobile Tour respectively.

4.1 Starting SuperGIS  

Mobile Tour

4.2 Selecting the Project 

File

4.3 Selecting the Route

4.4 Features in SuperGIS  

Mobile Tour

4.5 Exiting SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour
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4.1 Starting SuperGIS Mobile Tour 
Step 1、 On the mobile device, please click “SuperGIS Mobile Tour” in “All programs” to start 

the system.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2、 SuperGIS Mobile Tour is now started. 
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4.2 Selecting the Project File  
If you have multiple project files, the system will ask you to select a project file while starting the 

system. So please select a project file to start the tour system. 
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4.3 Selecting the Route 

If you have checked  in “Advanced” tab of Settings.smt 
project file, the “Route Menu” shows up when SuperGIS Mobile Tour is started. If you have 

checked  in “Advanced” tab of Settings.smt project file, 

please click “Menu” >  > “Select Route” to open the route menu.  

Step 1、 The route menu appears, please select one route. All the scenic spots in the tour route 

will be listed on the screen, and you can click one scenic spot to display the tour 

information. On the interface of scenic spot information you can read the descriptive 

text; there are three icons on the top of the screen for you to navigate, which is audio 

(if you have set the voice file in Setting.smt, the descriptive text will displayed with the 

audio information as well), webpage, and video navigation from left to right 

respectively. If you want to exit the scenic spot introduction, you can click “Previous 

Page” on the mobile device to go back to the interface of selecting the route. After the 

tour route is selected, please click “Select Route”. But if you want to reset the route, 

please click the drop-down list to select a new one.  

                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ▲ The scenic spots in the route▲ Select a route ▲ The introduction of scenic spot 
 4-4 
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Step 2、 If you have set the audio file in “Route” tab, now it will be played automatically.  

Step 3、 If GPS is not activated yet on your mobile device, “GPS is not activated, do you want 

to activate it?” dialog box will show up. Please click “Yes.” 

 
 

Step 4、 The default map and scenic spot information appear. 
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4.4 Features in SuperGIS Mobile Tour  
1. The Tour Interface 

When you are on the tour interface, the system will automatically pan the web map to your 

current location based on your GPS position. If your map is SGT file by default, the map will 

be displayed on the screen. Moreover, the following messages will be displayed on the map 

as well:  

 

A. The human-figure icon walking on the map means your current GPS position. 

B. The dotted line points to the corresponding position from user to the next scenic spot. 

C. The name of the scenic spot and the distance to the scenic spot which you are 

heading to will be displayed on the top of the screen. 

D. When you move with the mobile device, your visual angle will be displayed on the 

screen as well. With the visual angle, you can clearly recognize your direction and 

move to the destination correctly.  

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

C 

A 

B 

D 
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In the tour system, a message will be showed up while approaching certain scenic spot. In 

addition, the blue line on the map means the route you have assigned; the translucent red 

polygon will be displayed on the map if you have assigned the danger area. A warning message 

will pop up while you are out of the planned route or in the danger area. If you have set the audio 

file for danger area or planned route in “Route” tab, the audio file will be played automatically as 

well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
▲approach the scenic spot     ▲away from the planned route ▲approach the danger area 

 

2. The Scenic Spot Information 

You can click the icon of scenic spot on the map to further understand the related 

information. While reading the information, you can click “Menu” on the mobile device, and 

then click “Set as Destination” or “Pan to…” to move the scenic spot to the map center. 
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 Set as Destination 

When you click “Set as Destination”, the system will set the scenic spot as the destination and 

the dotted line of the human-figure icon will point to the destination as well to display the 

corresponding location and the GPS position. Also, the name and the distance to the new 

destination will be displayed on the top of the screen.  
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 Pan to 

The system pans the scenic spot to the map center. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Quick Toolbar 

At the bottom of the interface in SuperGIS Mobile Tour, there is a quick toolbar 

 which assists you in navigating the functions more rapidly. 

Please refer to the introduction below: 

  Select the Scenic Spot  

“Select Spot” menu pops up. You can click each scenic spot to read the related information 

quickly. On the interface of scenic spot information, you can click the icons at the upper left 

corner to display different files: 

audio： 

You can pause the audio while playing the audio file by clicking this icon; 

You can continue to play the file by clicking .  

webpage： 
You can open a new window connecting to the assigned webpage by 

clicking this icon. 
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video： 
You can open a new window playing the assigned video by clicking this 

icon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

If there is no related file, the gray icon  will show up. 

  Previous Scenic Spot /  Next Scenic Spot 

You can set the previous scenic spot or the next scenic spot in the route as the new destination. 

Meanwhile, the name of the scenic spot will be displayed on the top of the screen.  
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  Zoom In  /  Zoom Out 

Click the icon can zoom in/out the map with the fixed scale. Or you can use your fingers to zoom 

in/out the map directly; you can zoom in the map by double-clicking as well. If you want to pan 

the map, you can move your finger on the screen to do so.  

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. The Menu  

Click “Menu” on the mobile device, the menu pops up. In the following we are going to introduce 

the functions on the menu. 
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 Pan to GPS 

You can pan your current GPS position to the map center by clicking “Pan to GPS.” 

 

Pan to GPS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Map 

Click “Map”, and “Select Background Map“ shows up. You can switch to different modes.  

 

▲ The mode menu         ▲ Satellite mode             ▲ Road Map mode 
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 Lens 

When you click “Lens”, the Augmented Reality will be displayed on the screen. The distance to 

each scenic spot and the scenic spot location will be showed on the screen as well. Moreover, 

the destination will be showed by different colors. You can also click on the text tag of each 

scenic spot to read the introduction.  

 Camera 

Click “Camera” and you can take a photo directly. The picture file will be saved in the folder set 

on the mobile device.  

 More 

Click , “Select Route”, “Select Language”, “Settings”, and “About” appears. However, if you 

set not allow selecting route after system is started in SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager, the 

“Select Route” item will not appear in the list.  

 

 In “Select Language”, there are five default languages, such as Traditional Chinese, 

English, Japanese, Korean, and Simplified Chinese. You can change the language to 

meet your needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
▲ the “More” menu           ▲ select language             ▲ Chinese interface 
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 In “Settings”, there are four items to set up:  

1. Show Route: Whether to display the route. If you have set the KML file of the 

route in “Route” tab in SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager, the route will be 

displayed on the map when the item is checked here.  

2. Show Danger Zone: Whether to display the danger area. If you have set the 

KML file of the danger area in “Route” tab in SuperGIS Mobile Tour Manager, the 

danger area will be displayed on the map when the item is checked here. 

3. Show GPS Track: Display GPS track on the map (light blue by default). 

4. Save GPS Track: Record GPS track and the format is KML. The file will be 

saved in the folder in which Settings.smt is located. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Route Danger Area 

GPS track 
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 Click “About”, and the copyright information appears. 
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4.5 Exiting SuperGIS Mobile Tour 

When you complete the tour route sequentially, the audio file will be played automatically if you 

have set the audio file to play when tour is over in “Route” tab. If you want to exit SuperGIS 

Mobile Tour, please click “Previous Page” on the mobile device. The dialog box appears, please 

click “OK”, and then you can exit SuperGIS Mobile Tour.  

 

 

 



SuperGIS Map Tile Tool

Appendix 1

SuperGIS Map Tile Tool, the tool 
application designed for automatically 
generating the map cache for the mobile 
side, assists users in creating the map 
cache of SGT format rapidly and 
automatically in SuperGIS Desktop 3.1. 
The base map used in SuperGIS Mobile 
Tour is generated through this application 
as well. You can create the image data 
by the steps mentioned in this appendix.

● SuperGIS Map Tile Tool

● Adding Map Data to  

Cache the Image

● Starting SuperGIS Map   

Tile Tool

● Caching the Image

● Previewing Map Level

● Using Cached Image on

Mobile Device

● Q&A
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 SuperGIS Map Tile Tool  

SuperGIS Map Tile Tool, provided by SuperGIS Desktop 3.1, is the tool application which 

generates the cached images automatically. This application allows users to manipulate the map 

cache fast and automatically on SuperGIS Desktop 3.1.  

 

SuperGIS Map Tile Tool segments the map images into the cached images on the basis of 

different scales through image pyramid. While users are browsing these cached images with 

front-end application, the different cached images are displayed according to the browsed map 

extent and scale.  

 
SuperGIS Map Tile Tool caches the images based on the visible map data which is added to 

SuperGIS Desktop 3.1 by users. Map Tile Tool takes the current browsing extent as the default 

origin level and sequentially caches the images in terms of different scales as well.  

 
SuperGIS Map Tile Tool respectively produces two types of cached image format, one is the *.bin 

format stored in different level folders, another is the *.sgt format which merges all the cached 

images into this format. *.bin format data can be provided to the map website built by another 

SuperGIS series product, the network server software —SuperWebGIS. Meanwhile, *.sgt format 

data can be provided to the mobile GIS software —SuperPad installed in mobile device and 

other supporting GIS software.  

 

Due to the segment of image pyramid and the compression of image format, the map cache 

generated by SuperGIS Map Tile Tool usually include the following features, small file size, high 

reading and transferring speed, and improvement of browsing speed. Therefore, SuperGIS Map 

Tile Tool is widely used in map websites and mobile GIS software. Generally speaking, the large 

quantity of raster format images, multiple features, and complex graphics will be pre-generated 

as map cache, so users can browse the data on the webpage or GIS software with ease. But it is 

not suggested to use Map Tile Tool to cache images if you have really small file size or simple 
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map data.  

 
You need to be aware to whether the cache data are up-to-date while you are using the map 

cache. Because the cached images generated by Map Tile Tool are pieces of image data, they 

are not similar to general map data which are more editable. In consequence, if the map data 

need to be modified, it is suggested to modify the original map data directly. And please note that 

you have to recreate the map cache to keep the consistency between cached image and original 

data when the original map data have already modified.  
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 Adding Map Data to Cache the Image 
Please open SuperGIS Desktop 3.1 before caching the images by SuperGIS Map Tile Tool, and 

add the map data into SuperGIS Desktop sequentially to cache the images. After setting the 

visibility of each layer, SuperGIS Map Tile Tool is able to be executed to cache the images.  

 
1. Click Start > Programs > SuperGeo > SuperGIS Desktop 3 > SuperGIS Desktop 3.1, to 

start SuperGIS Desktop 3.1; 

 

 
2. There are two ways to add the layer into SuperGIS Desktop 3.1. Firstly, click “Add layer” on 

the standard toolbar; 

 

 

3. Or you can right-click “Layers” in the “Map Content” window and select “Add layer” in the 

pop-up menu; 
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Note: About the detailed instruction of how to add layers into SuperGIS Desktop 3.1, 

please refer to SuperGIS Desktop 3.1 User Guide. 
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 Starting SuperGIS Map Tile Tool 
1. After starting SuperGIS Desktop 3.1 and adding the needed layers to cache the images, 

please right-click the blank on the toolbar of SuperGIS Desktop 3.1, and select “Map Tile 

Tool” in the pop-up menu; 
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2. “Map Tile Tool” toolbar appears. 
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 Caching the Image 
SuperGIS Map Tile Tool enables the system to cache the images automatically. You can set the 

parameters of the images which you want to cache as well. Please ensure that your hard disk 

space is enough to save these cached images, so the error of insufficient saving space can be 

avoided before using SuperGIS Map Tile Tool.  

 

1. Click “Map Tile Tool” icon on the toolbar of “Map Tile Tool”; 

 
 
2. “Map Tile Tool” appears;  

 
3. In “Output folder” field, please assign a folder to save the cached images. The default folder 

is C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\SuperGeo\MapTile\ ; here you can manually input the 
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path or click “Folder” to select one; 

 

 
4. In setting area which is at lower right corner, switch to “Map Level”. In “Map Level”, there 

are two items to set up: “Level” and “Display”. 

 

Level 

Inputting single level means the specified and single level cache image will be generated. Please 

use comma to separate the levels, for example, 0,2,4 means the map of level 0, level 2, and level 

4 will be generated; inputting level range means the complete and sequential cache images will 

be generated. For example, 0-2 means the map of level 0, level 1, and level 2 will be generated 

sequentially.  

 
 

Display 

You can set the visibility of SGT map of the generated map cache. If you want to set the scale of 

SGT map as that of original layer, please select “Default” (which means SGT map will be 
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displayed according to default scale). If you want to hide the map with specific level, you can 

select “Custom” to set the visibility. After selecting “Custom”, please click “Display Setting” and 

the “Map Level Setting” window appears. In “Map Level Setting” window, please select the map 

and check the level you want to display, for instance, level 0, level 1, level 6, level 7, and level 9 

will be displayed in the Road map. After the settings are finished, please click  and back to 

“Map Tile Tool” window. 

 
 
 
5. Switch to “Setting”. Here you can set the related methods to handle the cached images, 

including “Overwrite”, “Delete empty pictures”, “Overview”, etc; please note that the 

“Produce” item must be checked and then the settings below will be executed to cache the 

images. Checking “Overwrite” item means SuperGIS Map Tile Tool will directly overwrite 

the file of same name existing in output folder during caching; checking “Delete empty 

pictures” means SuperGIS Map Tile Tool will automatically remove the image data whose 

pixel is totally the same as backcolor setting during caching; checking “Overview” means 

SuperGIS Map Tile Tool will display the current caching image in the left side window during 

caching; 
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Note: You need to check “Produce” item in “Settings” by the first time you use SuperGIS 

Map Tile Tool to cache the images, and then Map Tile Tool will be executed. Generally, 

“Settings” and “Merge” complement each other. You can only check “Produce” in 

“Settings” to cache and update the images, or check “Merge output files” in “Merge” to 

merge existing map cache; certainly, you can check “Produce” and “Merge output files” 

to execute these two functions simultaneously as well. About the detail of “Merge”, 

please refer to step 6. 

 

6. Switch to “Merge”. Here you can set whether to merge and output the cached images as 

*.sgt files, and name the *.sgt files as well; checking “Merge output files” will merge and 

output all cached images as *.sgt format. (The size of *,sgt series files including *.sgt, 

*.content, and *.index do not exceed 2GB. If one of the files exceeds 2GB, the file will be 

partitioned automatically by the system.); 
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Note: Please note that *.sgt, *.content, and *.index files are the files generated by merging 

cached images by SuperGIS Map Tile Tool. You can only use these cached images after 

the three types files are put in the same folder. Because *.sgt series files are generated by 

merging the existing map cache, please ensure that you have checked “Produce” in 

“Settings” or there are cached images in the folder while checking “Merge output files”. 

Therefore, the output *.sgt file will not be lack of cached images.  

 
7. Switch to “Advanced”. If there is an image whose color is totally the same as backcolor 

setting among cached images, it will be removed automatically by SuperGIS Map Tile Tool. 

Here you can set the backcolor of removed image;  
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8. After the settings are finished, click “Start” at the lower right corner of the window to cache 

images. At the bottom of this window displays the total number of cached images, the 

location of cached images, and the caching progress, etc. If you have checked “Overview” 

in “Settings”, here you are able to view the cached images in the left area of the window.  
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 Previewing Map Level 
SuperGIS Map Tile Tool allows you to preview the map level images beforehand. This function 

takes the current browsing map level as the standard which is level 0, and you can utilize this 

function to view the images by automatically zooming to the assigned level in SuperGIS Desktop 

to meet your needs.  

 

1. Click “Preview” button on “Map Tile Tool” toolbar; 

 
 

2. Input the preview level in “Set Level”, and the boundary of level 0 will be displayed 

automatically. Click “OK” when the input is finished; 

 
 

 

 

3. Preview the zoomed image in SuperGIS Desktop; 
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Note: All of the functions in SuperGIS Map Tile Tool take the current browsing map level 

as the standard which is the origin level. After each time you use the preview level 

function, SuperGIS Desktop will automatically zoom the map and the origin level will be 

changed as well. As a result, it is suggested utilizing the “Previous Extent” function of 

SuperGIS Desktop to go back to the level which is before the preview, and then you can 

continue viewing other level images with the same origin level. 
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 Using Cached Image on Mobile Device 
SuperPad, the mobile GIS software of SuperGIS series, supports the *.sgt format image cached 

by SuperGIS Map Tile Tool. So you can directly add cached images of *.sgt series files (including 

*.content and *.index) as the way you add in layers. *.sgt, *.content, and *.index are the files 

generated by merging cached images by SuperGIS Map Tile Tool, you can only use these 

cached images after the three types files are put in the same folder. Before using SuperPad to 

browse the cached images on mobile device, please ensure that the cached images generated 

by SuperGIS Map Tile Tool are ready, and then copy the cached images to the mobile device 

which has installed SuperPad through desktop synchronization software or memory card. The 

cached images you want to zoom in/out on SuperPad will be zoomed according to the scale 

settings in SuperGIS Map Tile Tool. The map is not supported to zoom randomly, so it can be 

displayed with the best performance on the front-end.  
 

1. Click Start > Programs> SuperPad 3, to start “SuperPad”; 

 
 
2. After SuperPad is started, click “Add layer” at the upper right corner of “Open Map”; 
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3. Select the folder to put cached images (*.sgt) in “Add layer”, check the cached image in the 

folder, and then click “OK” to add the layer; 
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4. View the added map cache on SuperPad. 
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Note: About the detailed introduction of how to add layers on SuperPad, please refer to 

SuperPad 3 Help. 
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 Q&A 
1. I spent couple days generating the map which includes level 0 to level 8, but 

now I suddenly find out that I need level 9 and10 additionally. So I wonder if I 

need to regenerate the map of level 0 to level 10. Will it take longer to regenerate 

the map?  

Ans: Don’t worry about it! The smart Map Tile Tool will assist you in solving the problem. 

Generating the map and merging the data are the two individual steps in Map Tile Tool. You 

can pre-generate the level maps using the same original layers, and then merge the level 

maps and the generated map into one file. In that case, you can add new levels without the 

need of regenerating the map. So now please follow the steps below: 

Step 1: Start SuperGIS Desktop 3.1, add in all original layers you want to use. 

Step 2: Start Map Tile Tool, assign the folder of level 0-8 as the output folder. 

Step 3: Switch to “Map Level”, input the levels you want to generate in the “Level” field. 

 

Step 4: Switch to “Setting”, check “Produce”.  
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Step 5: Switch to “Merge”, uncheck “Merge output files”.  

 

Step 6: After the settings are finished, please click “Start”. Map Tile Tool now starts to 

generate the maps of level 9 and level 10. 

Step 7: After the maps are generated, you will find the folders of level 9 and level 10 are in 

the output folder. 
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Step 8: Back to Map Tile Tool, please switch to “Setting”. Please uncheck “Produce” 

because we have already generated the maps of level 9 and 10. 
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Step 9: Now please switch to “Merge”. In the following the maps of level 9 and 10 will 

merge with SGT map, so please check “Merge output files”. 

 

 

Step 10: After the settings are finished, please click “Start”. 

Step 11: As a result, the maps of level 0 to level 10 are now merged with SGT file.  
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2. I have already generated the map of level 0 to level 8, but now I do not need the 

level 7. Is there any quick step that can help me remove the level?  

Ans: Yes, you can merge the levels you want to display into one file through rebuilding the 

map, not deleting the map. To quickly and efficiently complete the task, please refer to the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Start SuperGIS Desktop 3.1, add in all original layers you want to use. 

Step 2: Start Map Tile Tool, assign the folder of level 0-8 as the output folder. 

Step 3: Switch to “Map Level”, input the levels you want to generate in the “Level” field. 

 
 

Step 4: Switch to “Setting”, please uncheck “Produce” because the levels you need are 

generated.  
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Step 5: Switch to “Merge”, check “Merge output files” and Map Tile Tool will merge the 

assigned levels into one file.  

 

 

Step 6: After the settings are finished, please click “Start”. 

Step 7: As a result, the maps of level 0 to level 6 and the map of level 8 are now merged 

with SGT file.  
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3. I have several maps to generate, and the levels of each map are totally different. 

So how can I efficiently manage these output folders? 

Ans: The different maps might generate the same levels. We strongly suggest you assign 

the different output folders for the different maps before generating. Or after the map is 

generated and the data are copied, you can completely clear the output folder of the map 

for next time you generate the map.  
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